We report the observation of interband two-photon absorption (TPA) saturation in cadmium sulfide nanocrystals (CdS NCs) under intense femtosecond laser excitation with 1.6 eV photon energy. The observation has been compared to interband TPA saturation in bulk CdS under the same experimental conditions. By using both Z-scan techniques and transient absorption measurements, the saturation intensity has been determined to be 190 GW/cm 2 for CdS NCs of 4-nm diameter, which is 2 orders of magnitude greater than that for CdS bulk crystal. The results are in agreement with an inhomogeneously broadened, saturated TPA model.
Multiphoton absorption (MPA) processes were predicted theoretically in 1931. 1 Since then MPA has been observed in a wide variety of materials such as insulators, semiconductors, organic molecules and polymers, etc. 2 Recently, MPA in both organic materials and semiconductor quantum dots has received great attention, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] because the quadratic (or higher-order) dependence of MPA on excitation intensity dictates the occurrence of MPA in a spatially confined region. This unique property can be utilized to realize three-dimensional imaging based on two-photon-excited fluorescence. 9 In such applications, the saturation of two-photon absorption (TPA) should be anticipated at high excitation intensity due to the finite number of excited states, and it is an unwanted property. Unfortunately, the information on TPA saturation in quantum dots is unavailable in the literature, though there have been studies on bulk semiconductors, proteins, and polymers. [10] [11] [12] In this work, we report for the first time the observation of interband TPA saturation in semiconductor nanocrystals. By performing both Z-scan and transient absorption measurements with ultrafast laser pulses, we have determined the saturation intensity for cadmium sulfide nanocrystals (CdS NCs) to be 190 GW/cm 2 , which is the greatest value reported in the literature and should be considered as a highly desirable factor in applications of quantum dots to three-dimensional imaging by two-photonexcited fluorescence, optical limiting based on TPA in quantum dots, etc.
Both synthesis and sample characterization of CdS NCs used in our investigation have been reported previously. 13 A brief description of these CdS NCs is given as follows. The CdS NCs were embedded in a free-standing 130-µm-thick Nafion film, and were concentrated within two 0.9-µm-thin layers in the film: one was located close to the front surface and the other was near to the back surface of the film. The average diameter of the CdS NCs was 4.1 nm with a narrow size dispersion (half width at half-maximum ) 0.5 nm). The lowest interband transition for one-photon absorption was peaked at 2.71 eV, consistent with the theoretical calculation. 14 In our previous study, 13 we have observed TPA, two-photon-excited electron and hole effects, optical Kerr nonlinearity, and 1-ps recovery time at excitation levels (∼ 2 GW/cm 2 ).
Here, we investigate TPA saturation in the CdS NCs at room temperature with the Z-scan technique 15,16 at higher excitation irradiances (up to 500 GW/cm 2 , or 60 mJ/cm 2 ). The 1-mJ, 120-fs laser pulses were generated by a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Quantronix, Titan), which was seeded by an erbiumdoped fiber laser (Quantronix, IMRA). The laser pulses were delivered at 1 kHz pulse repetition rate and attenuated with a set of neutral density filters. Then they were focused onto the CdS-NC-embedded film. The spatial distribution of the pulses was nearly Gaussian, after passing through a spatial filter. The high quality of the Gaussian beam was confirmed by the M 2 -factor measurement, showing that the value of M 2 was close to unity. The laser beam was divided into two parts by a beam splitter. The reflected part was taken as the reference representing the incident pulse energy, and the transmitted beam was focused through the CdS-NC-embedded film. Two light power probes (Laser Probe, RkP-465 HD) were used to record the incident and transmitted laser power simultaneously. A computercontrolled translation stage was employed to move the film along the propagation direction (z-axis) of the laser pulses. For the open-aperture Z scans, extreme care was taken to ensure the entire collection of the transmitted light, and thus, selflensing effects were eliminated. In addition, laser-induced permanent damage was studied with a Z-scan method reported in ref 17 . We found that laser-induced damage occurs at excitation irradiances (before the sample surface) of ∼500 GW/ cm 2 (or ∼60 mJ/cm 2 ) or higher. All the Z scans reported here were performed with excitation irradiances below the damage threshold. Figure 1a illustrates Z-scan curves measured for the CdS NCs at two excitation irradiances (I 00 ), where I 00 is denoted as the peak, on-axis irradiance at the focal point before the sample's front surface. Note that the Z-scan curves are imperfect; there are two background shoulders on either side of the signal, and the right one is more pronounced. This can be attributed to a poor surface quality of the film in which the CdS NCs are embedded. Such "parasitic" effects have been observed and can be eliminated by subtracting the low-irradiance background Z scan from the high-irradiance one. 15 The inset in Figure 1a shows perfect Z-scan signals after subtractions. For comparison, similar measurements were conducted on a 0.5-mm-thick hexagonal CdS bulk crystal (Semiconductor Wafer, Inc.), as shown in Figure 1b Lami et al. 10 observed interband TPA saturation in bulk CdS and numerically modeled the observation to extract the TPA saturation intensity (I s ) by the use of R 2 (I) ) R 2 0 /(1 + I/I s ), where R 2 (I) and R 2 0 are the intensity-dependent and lowintensity TPA coefficient, respectively. To simulate the reciprocal energy transmittance in Figure 2 , we express the irradiance variation of the laser pulse inside the nonlinear medium as where R 0 is the linear absorption coefficient, σ the free-carrier absorption (FCA) cross section, and N e-h the free-carrier density, which is governed by where τ is the effective relaxation time of the two-photon-excited free carriers, which includes the contribution from intraband relaxation, band-to-band recombination and band-to-defect relaxation in bulk crystals or band-to-defect/surface processes in NCs.
In solving eqs 1-2, we assume that the incident irradiance has a Gaussian temporal profile. (Note that the irradiance in the above equations is the one within the sample. To relate the internal irradiance to the incident irradiance just before the sample surface, one should take Fresnel reflections into account.)
The transmitted irradiance is numerically calculated and then it is integrated spatially and temporally to give the transmitted energy. To check the validity of our numerical model, we fit the data for the CdS bulk crystal. From the best fits to the five Z scans recorded at I 00 from 14 to 180 GW/cm 2 , the values of R 2 0 , I s , and σ are found to be 8.8 cm/GW, 6.2 GW/cm 2 , and 3.0 × 10 -17 cm 2 , respectively. In the model calculation, there are three free parameters, namely (1) R 2 0 , (2) I s , and (3) σ. However, the R 2 0 value was unambiguously determined by Z scans at low irradiances of a few GW/cm 2 , where the TPA saturation and FCA are negligible. Our R 2 0 value is very close to the ones revealed by other reports. [18] [19] [20] Lami et al. 10 have pointed out that the FCA effect is insignificant. Indeed, in Figure 2b , we observe the small difference between the dotted and dashed curves calculated with and without FCA when the saturation intensity is set to infinitely large. It is obvious that the bending of the T -1 vs I 0 curve is mainly dominated by the saturation of TPA. The saturation intensity is 6.9 GW/cm 2 when σ ) 0 and 6.2 GW/cm 2 when σ ) 3.0 × 10 -17 cm 2 . (The σ value used is consistent with the one reported in ref 20.) Therefore, the saturation intensity is measured in our experiments with a high degree of certainty. This measured saturation intensity is 1 order of magnitude smaller than 65 GW/cm 2 , observed at photon energy of 2 eV by Lami et al. 10 This discrepancy is anticipated for the following reasons. (i) The density of states at 3.2 eV (two-photon energy used in our measurement) is less than that at 4.0 eV (used by Lami et al.), resulting in easier saturation by taking account of the difference in the density of states. (ii) The saturation intensity was determined by Lami et al. directly from an analytical solution, which is based on the intensity transmittance instead of the energy transmittance. In fact, we would have 15 GW/ cm 2 for the saturation intensity if we employed the same analytical method as Lami et al. 
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By comparing Figure 2a to Figure 2b , it is evident that it is harder to saturate TPA in NCs than in their bulk counterpart. Due to quantum confinement effects, electronic structures in quantum dots are much closer to atomic-like systems. 21 As the particle size is reduced, a number of nearby states available at slightly different energies in the bulk are compressed by quantum confinement into a single energy level in a quantum dot. Therefore, the density of states is increased tremendously; and the saturation process of state filling should be much more difficult to achieve in the NC than in the bulk. The photon energy of the laser pulses was 1.6 eV in our experiments, which makes the two-photon energy nearly resonant for interband TPA between the P h and S e states in CdS NCs. 14 Our previous study 13 has shown the presence of inhomogeneously broadening (half width at half-maximum ) 19 nm), in the photoluminescence signal caused by the band-edge radiative recombination. Our analysis confirms that the inhomogeneously broadening is mainly due to the size dispersion (∼13%) of the NCs. If we assume that allowed two-photon transitions occur between one atomic-like energy level in the conduction band and the other in the valence band, the transitions can be approximately treated as a two-level system. For such a system, the saturation of TPA may be derived as R 2 (I) ) R 2 0 /(1 + I 2 /I s 2 ). 11, 12 Since the CdS NCs studied are not uniform in size, we analyze the Z-scan data on the CdS NCs in a fashion similar to the above discussion, except that an inhomogeneous model: R 2 (I) ) R 2 0 / 1+I 2 /I s 2 is adopted. 11 The best fit shown in Figure 2a indicates that R 2 0 ) 10.7 cm/GW, I s ) 190 GW/cm 2 , and σ ) 2.0 × 10 -18 cm 2 . Table 1 summarizes the nonlinear parameters used in the numerical simulation for both the NCs and the bulk crystal. The low-intensity TPA coefficient for the CdS NCs is 10.7 cm/ GW, which is in good agreement with the previous pumpprobe measurement of 9.5 cm/GW. 13 If we convert the TPA coefficient of 10.7 cm/GW to the TPA cross section, we will find that it is in the same order of magnitude as the results of Van Oijen et al. 7 and Chon et al. 8 The FCA cross section is close to the value reported by Banfi et al. 22 In Figure 2 , we also numerically simulate the nonlinear transmittance for the following two scenarios: namely, (i) the dashed lines are calculated when both TPA saturation and FCA are ignored, and (ii) the dotted lines result from switching off TPA saturation only. But no suitable nonlinear parameters could be found to account in the both scenarios for the experimental results. The insets in Figure 2 show the variation of the on-axis average density of excited electron-hole pairs versus incident intensity, calculated from the number of absorbed photons. Again, the experimental variation departs from the expected variation when no saturation is taken into account.
To investigate the phase variation of the laser pulses, the closed-aperture Z scan technique was also performed on the CdS NCs. Figure 3 shows an open-aperture Z scan and an closed-aperture Z scan divided by the open-aperture Z scan. If the pure third-order nonlinear process is considered, the effective n 2 value (3.0 × 10 -4 cm 2 /GW, or Re (3) ) 1.8 × 10 -11 esu) should be extracted by using the standard Z-scan theory. 15 This result is smaller than that of the previous OKE measurement (5.7 × 10 -4 cm 2 /GW). 13 The discrepancy can be attributed to the different incident irradiances used. In the Z scan measurements reported here, a higher laser intensity of ∼165 GW/cm 2 was used and therefore the free-carrier effect cannot be ignored. 23 If we include this effect into the Z scan theory 16 with the R 2 0 and n 2 values obtained from the Z-scan and previous OKE measurement, 13 respectively, the free-carrier refraction cross section (σ r ) can be determined to be -2.6 × 10 -21 cm 3 . This value is close to the results on CdS x Se 1-x nanoparticles measured by Bindra et al. at high irradiance of 566 GW/cm 2 . 23 It is interesting to note that the optical Kerr nonlinearity (n 2 ) for the CdS NCs is positive at 780 nm but the free-carrier refraction is negative, consistent with the findings of Bindra et al. 23 Note that in bulk semiconductors, free carriers (or free charged carriers) refer to electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band. For comparison reason, we adopt the same term for the NC case: it should be meant for excited electrons at S e states and holes at P h states.
Figures 4a and 4b show schematic diagrams of photodynamics for the NCs and the bulk crystal, respectively. The effective relaxation time is given by 1/τ ) 1/τ intra + 1/τ inter + 1/τ trap + ....., where τ intra is the intraband relaxation time, τ inter the interband relaxation time, and τ trap the trapping time by surface (or defect) states. The intraband relaxation times have been reported to be of 140 fs 24 and 350 fs 10 for CdS NCs and CdS bulk crystal. The interband relaxation time and/or trapping times can be revealed by time-resolved pump-probe measurements.
In our experiments, we used a cross-polarized, pump-probe configuration 13 with 780-nm, 120-fs laser pulses from the femtosecond laser system described previously. With the crosspolarized configuration, any "coherent artifact" on the transient signal was eliminated. Figures 4c and 4d illustrate the degenerate transient transmission signals (-∆T) as a function of the delay time for the NCs and the bulk crystal, respectively. For the bulk crystal, the transient signals clearly indicate two components. By using a two-exponential-component model, the best fits (not shown in Figure 4 ) produce τ 1 of ∼ 120 fs and τ 2 of > 100 ps. τ 1 is the autocorrelation of the laser pulses used. The τ 2 component is the interband relaxation time. As for the NCs, however, there is another recovery component with a charac- teristic time of ∼1 ps. The exact nature of this slow component is unclear. But it is in agreement with the observation of Klimov et al., 24 who attributed the 1-ps component to the trapping of photogenerated holes at shallow acceptor states of CdS NCs dispersed in a glass matrix. From these studies, we conclude that the effective relaxation time is dominated by the intraband relaxation time since it is the shortest. Therefore, in our simulation for TPA saturation, the effective relaxation time of 140 and 350 fs are used for the CdS NCs and the CdS bulk crystal, respectively. It should be emphasized that effect is insignificant in the simulation when τ is varied from 0.14 to 100 ps, since they all are greater than the pulse duration. In addition, we find the transient signals peaked at zero delay for both of the samples. The peak is mainly dominated by interband TPA processes. As the pump irradiance increases, the peak increases nonlinearly, indicating saturation. The TPA saturation in the bulk crystal is much more pronounced than the NCs, consistent with our Z-scan results.
Our observation confirms that it is much harder to saturate TPA process in NCs than in bulk crystal. The magnitude of I s is 190 GW/cm 2 in the CdS NCs while it is ∼6 GW/cm 2 in the CdS bulk crystal. The saturation intensity in NCs can be interpreted quantitatively by an inhomogeneously broadened, saturated TPA model proposed by Kirkpatrick et al.: 11 where g k (g n ) is the electronic degeneracy of the upper (lower) state, τ p is the half width at e -1 maximum of the femtosecond laser pulse (τ p ) 72 fs), N 0 the concentration of the NCs, and p(2ω) the probability of a homogeneous class of absorbers having a central frequency of 2ω. The quantity ∆ω is related to the dephasing time of the excitation, i.e., the width of the homogeneous line shape. In our previous study, 25 we have found the dephasing time T 2 to be 2.9 fs, resulting in ∆ω ) 2π/T 2 ) 2.2 × 10 15 s -1 . The magnitude of p(2ω) is estimated to be 2.3 × 10 -15 s from the size distribution of the NCs measured by our photoluminescence experiments and transmission electron microscopy. 13 In our CdS NCs, R 2 0 is 10.7 cm/GW and N 0 is estimated to be 8.4 × 10 18 cm -3 . 13 If we assume g k ) g n , the saturation intensity is calculated to be ∼130 GW/cm 2 , which is in good agreement with our experimental finding. Note that we have made an assumption of g k ) g n in the above argument. For lower excitonic states, the values of exciton degeneracy factors (g k and g n ) are in the range of 2 ∼ 6. If these degeneracy factors are used in the calculation, the final result should not be altered significantly.
In summary, interband TPA saturation has been observed in CdS NCs with a characteristic saturation intensity of 190 GW/ cm 2 at 3.2 eV, nearly 2 orders of magnitude greater than that of its bulk counterpart. Our observation is in agreement with an inhomogeneously broadened, saturated TPA model. 
